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Nucleophilic Substitution Reactions - SN2 and SN1

What is a Substitution Reaction?

In a substitution reaction, one group replaces another one:

Increasing rate of an SN2 reaction

The species that attacks with a lone pair and expels the leaving group is the nucleophile

(electron-rich, likes a nucleus since it is positively charged).

The Br- in this reaction is the leaving group (LG) which is kicked out by the nucleophile.

The molecule with the leaving group is generally classified as the substrate (molecule of

interest).

The substrate in substitution reactions is the electrophile (electron-deficient).

K+ is the counterion. Counterions are often omitted since they are not part of the organic

product and do not make an influence on the course of the reaction.

There are two ways the swap can happen - two mechanisms:

1) The nucleophile attacks and kicks out the leaving group. In other words, this happens

simultaneously (concerted mechanism) - as one comes, the other one leaves. This is the SN2

mechanism.

2) The leaving group leaves first, and only after this steps, the nucleophile can attack. This is the

stepwise - SN1 mechanism. Let's discuss both mechanisms one-by-one.

Br + CNK CN + BrK

The SN2 Mechanism

SN2 is a bimolecular mechanism. This means the rate of the reaction depends on the

concentration of both, the substrate and the nucleophile.

R LG + Nu R Nu + LG

Nucleophilic attack

Loss of a

leaving group

The reaction is first order in the substrate and the nucleophile and overall it is second

order. Below is the rate law equation:

Rate = k R LG Nu

Both the substrate and the nucleophile appear in the transition state of the rate determining step.

Because SN2 is a concerted mechanism, there is only one step, so there are no

intermediaries in the reaction.

if [RLG] doubles, rate doubles

if [Nu] doubles, rate doubles

makes the Nu-C bond

breaks the C-LG bond

if both doubled,

increases 4 times

if both tripled,

increases 9 times
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The Stereochemistry

SN2 reactions proceed with inversion of configuration at the stereogenic center where the

nucleophile attacks.
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What Makes a Good Nucleophile?

Like for basicity, larger electron density increases the nucleophilicity. So, two implications here:

Another factor is the polarizability of the nucleophilic atom: When comparing atoms of different

rows in the periodic table, classify the larger atom/greater polarizability as a better nucleophile.

Nucleophilicity increases going down the periodic table.

O OH, NH NH2, S SH, HCNCN> > > >

OH,SH I Br Cl F, PH3 NH3> > >> >

The Role of the Solvent On Nucleophilicity

2) Charged species are better nucleophiles.

1) Stronger bases, in general, are better nucleophiles.

NH2HC C > OHNH, >

In the previous section, we said that stronger bases are better nucleophiles and also larger

atoms are better nucleophiles. What if you compare F- and I- ions? F- is as stronger base, while

I- is a larger atom, so which one is a better nucleophile?

The answer is it depends on the solvent. There are two types of polar solvents used in the

substitution reactions: 1-polar protic solvents, 2-polar aprotic solvents.
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Aprotic solvents do not

make hydrogen bonds

(no proton on an

electronegative atom).
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Now, because F- is smaller it gets caged by the molecules of polar protic solvent, while the I- is

still able to act as a nucleophile because of its larger/polarizable orbitals. So, the nucleophilicity

of halides is reversed in polar aprotic solvents.

F- I- IBrClF > > >I Br Cl F> >>

Polar protic solvent Polar aprotic solvent

The SN1 Mechanism

Rate = k Substrate

[Nu] has no effect on the rate

if [Substrate] doubles, rate doubles
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The first, and the rate determining (slowest) step in SN1 mechanism is the loss of the leaving

group. When the leaving group is gone, there is a carbocation formed. This is the intermediate.
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Polar protic solvents are capable of making

hydrogen bonds with the nucleophile and

decrease its nucleophilicity.
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SN1 is a unimolecular (first order) mechanism and the rate of the reaction depends only on

the concentration of the substrate.

The Energy Diagrams

SN2

SN2 reactions go faster as the size of the substrate (and the nucleophile) get smaller.

So, sterically unhindered species are more reactive/mobile and prefer SN2.

< < <

Oppsite to SN2 reactions, SN1 reactions go faster with increasing the alkyl substitution.

I.e. 1o2o3o methyl don't do SN1 (at least in undergard courses)> >> and

The reason is the higher stability of more substituted carbocations originating from inductive

effects and hyperconjugation.

Alkyl groups are electron donors by the inductive effect, so the more alkyl groups on the

carbocation, the more stable it is:

Hyperconjugation is the charge-stabilization by pushing some electron density of the adjacent

bond to the empty p orbital of the carbocation.
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*If there was an

unreactive chiral center in

the substrate,

diastereomers would form.
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What Makes a Good Leaving Group?

R LG + Nu R Nu + LG

Good leaving groups are the ones that stabilize negative charge, so the weaker the LG as a base,

the better it is as leaving group.Weak bases are good leaving groups.
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pKa of the cojugate acid

Most of the time you can follow the pKa pattern to

determine the leaving propensity. However, for different

reasons, there are deviations. For example, F- is not a

leaving group since it makes a strong bond with carbon.

These are NOT leaving groups (for most cases in undergraduate courses), so whenever you see

them marked as "poor leaving groups", read it as "not a leaving group".
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Polar protic solvent

more stable

caged still reactive

the weaker base is the

stronger nucleophile (less H-bonding)

the stronger base

is the stronger nucleophile

The carbocation formed in the first step is attacked from both sides and as a result, SN1 reactions

proceed with racemization of that stereogenic center.
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